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Chapter 391
In the center of the mall hall, a huge stage was built, and three beautiful women in sexy
clothes were singing and dancing on it. It is the ETM combination.
Not to mention, these three stars sing and dance really well.
Around the stage, a cordon was drawn, and outside the cordon, many fans surrounded
the inner three floors and the outer three floors, all waving their arms and shouting
excitedly.
This scene is no less than a concert.
Seeing this, Yue Feng looked indifferent.
Since becoming the president of Ziyu Company, I have no feelings for these so-called
stars.
To put it bluntly, celebrities are people too, nothing special.
At this moment, Song Qian pulled Liu Xuan and squeezed in front of the stage.
“ETM!” Song Qian waved her arms excitedly. However, the three SE members who
were singing and dancing on the stage didn’t even look at her, and their expressions
were more arrogant than the other.
Their combination is very popular in the entertainment industry. Enthusiastic fans have
seen a lot more, of course they ignore it.
pat.
At this moment, I don’t know who pushed it from behind, Song Qian and Liu Xuan’s
bodies were pushed to the front. Accidentally, the cordon in front of him was broken.
“Hey, what are you doing?”
Suddenly, a man in a suit and gold glasses walked over with two security guards.
“Didn’t you see the cordon? Do you have any qualities? Step back!” the man roared
loudly.
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But the scene was very lively at the time, and the music was loud. Song Qian didn’t
hear it.
As a result, the staff suddenly became angry, walked up quickly, and pushed Song
Qian: “You girl, are you deaf or can’t understand human language? I’ll let you back!”
After being pushed, Song Qian Standing unsteady, she took a few steps back and
almost didn’t fall to the ground, but luckily Liu Xuan supported her. However, he still
scratched his ankle.
“Why are you still pushing people?” Liu Xuan said angrily.
“It’s all light to push you, and the cordon can’t be touched, don’t you know?” The staff
member roared: “You two are very beautiful, why are you so unqualified?”
Who is unqualified? Liu Xuan was very angry and was about to debate, but at this time,
the ETM group on the stage also walked down, preparing for the intermission.
Seeing them coming down, Song Qian hurried over, not knowing where to get a piece of
paper, and handed it over with a smile: “ETM, I like you so much, can you sign me?”
Although this staff member Very annoying, but I can’t resist the enthusiasm for
autographing!
Song Qian was full of anticipation. She is a loyal fan of their ETM. She should not refuse
this small request.
The fans behind her all came to see it. As long as ETM agrees to autograph her, this
group of fans will rush to get her autograph.
I have to say, this ETM combination is really beautiful. Many male fans are not excited.
Their captain, whose name is Dong Wei, is the most beautiful. At this moment, Dong
Wei smiled lightly: “I’m sorry, we can’t sign your autograph.”
Why…
Song Qian was disappointed.
Dong Wei glanced at her and said lightly: “We came to Donghai City this time for
commercial promotion, not a fan meeting, so I’m sorry. We are going to change our
clothes now, and then continue to perform on stage, don’t get in the way, Step aside.”
Hearing this, even Liu Xuan was a little disappointed: “Xianqian, forget it, we don’t want
the autograph.”

Song Qian felt aggrieved, her eyes were a little red, and she was about to cry, and her
tears were swirling around her eyes.
She really likes ETM, but…but her idol, she actually talks to herself like this…
“Qianqian…” At this moment, Yue Feng strode over and comforted softly: “Okay, okay.
Now, don’t cry, my brother-in-law will help you to sign an autograph, okay?”
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When this little girl cried, Yue Feng only felt that her heart was broken.
As a result, Yue Feng’s voice just fell, and there was a burst of laughter around!
Even Dong Wei couldn’t help laughing: “You are so interesting, I said just now, we don’t
have time to sign, don’t you understand? Don’t say you want to sign, even if your father
and your mother come to ask, we won’t sign. “
Phew… Yue Feng took a deep breath.
How powerful is this ETM? They speak in a rush, and so do their staff. Yue Feng
pressed the fire forcibly, stepped forward and said, “I’m Ziyu…”
“I don’t care who you are, please get out of the way immediately.” Dong Wei said
angrily, they just jumped After dancing, I am tired, and I have to perform on stage for a
while. At this time, my face is full of impatience: “Do you know that a good dog will not
block the way?”
Dong Wei’s voice just fell, and all the fans around looked at Yue. Wind, the crowd
suddenly boiled.
“Hey, isn’t this the Liu family’s son-in-law?”
“Haha, even a piece of shit like him wants ETM’s autograph?”
The sarcasm made people feel extremely uncomfortable.
Liu Xuan couldn’t stand it anymore, she came over, grabbed Xia Yuefeng’s arm, bit her
lip and whispered, “Husband, let’s go…”
She came out today to relax.
There is no need to be unhappy with a signature.
But Song Qian couldn’t help it, and said to these people, “What’s wrong with my son-inlaw? I’ve eaten your family’s food?”

In Song Qian’s heart, no matter how much others looked down on Yue Feng, he always
loved her. brother-in-law.
Signatures are not required, but no one is allowed to humiliate brother-in-law!
“Brother-in-law, let’s go, I don’t want the autograph.” Song Qian pulled Yue Feng to
leave, her face full of apology.
She never thought that she just wanted a signature, but she did so many things.
Yue Feng held back his anger, but nodded with a smile. Just as he was about to lift his
leg and walk away, at this time, Dong Wei spoke again.
“It’s really poor mountains and bad waters to make troublesome people.” Dong Wei
glanced at Yue Feng: “In a small place like Donghai City, you fans are unqualified. Your
sister wants to sign an autograph in the next life.” The
voice was not loud, but Yue Feng Hear it clearly!
At this moment, Yue Feng’s face was full of smiles and disappeared instantly. He
looked at Dong Wei coldly, his voice was gloomy: “Do you think your signature is very
noble?”
“What did you say?” Finally, Dong Wei frowned. At this time, she was walking on high
heels, a little taller than Yue Feng. , said condescendingly: “Yes, my signature is noble.
Just a country bumpkin like you, what qualifications do you have to sign? Are you
worthy? Why won’t you sign today?”
“Husband, forget it, let’s go. …” At this time, Liu Xuan pulled Yue Feng in a low voice.
After all, they are popular stars, so they really can’t afford it.
Yue Feng didn’t move, and looked at Dong Wei with a smile: “I not only want to sign
today, but also the three of you, to apologize to my old sister.”
Hearing this, the people around burst into laughter!
Haha..
is this kid funny?
Still want the SE group to apologize to him?
Go out and let the door lock.

Liu Xuan blushed and pulled Yue Feng’s arm: “Husband, you, don’t be angry, let’s go,
okay…”
“Yes, brother-in-law, I don’t want to sign any more…” Song Qian said in a low voice.
She still knew how much her brother-in-law weighed. .
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“It’s okay, my brother-in-law must come for the autograph today.” Yue Feng waved his
hand and said word by word.
Dong Wei, who was already smiling, looked down at Yue Feng and said, “You are really
stubborn. You really want to sign an autograph, don’t you? Okay, you give me a ninetydegree bow, and I’ll just do it. Sign your sister’s name.”
Huh…how are these three women so popular? Can you be a star with this quality?
Yue Feng sternly, took out his mobile phone, and dialed a number.
Within three seconds, the call was connected.
“President, what’s your order?” Han Yue on the other side of the phone was holding a
meeting for the company’s newcomers. When she saw Yue Feng calling, she quickly
answered it respectfully.
Yue Feng took a deep breath and said, “ETM group, what happened to the commercial
performance in Donghai City? Which company are they from?”
Feeling that Yue Feng’s tone was wrong, Han Yue became a little nervous and
whispered, “President, ETM recently made a movie called ‘Three Golden Flowers’. They
are doing commercial performances to promote this movie. Our company also invested
half of the shares in this movie. So their performance in Donghai City is arranged by our
company Yes .” After a
long time, the ETM business show was arranged by my company?
Yue Feng sneered: “the three of them don’t sign autographs for my sister. So in the
future, I don’t want to see these three women, do you know what to do? Besides, right
now, stop their business performances for me. !” The
voice fell, and he hung up the phone directly.
“Hahaha!”
At the same time, there was a burst of laughter around!

“Hey, son-in-law of the Liu family, who did you call just now? You have to stop other
people’s business performances, hahaha, what does Donghai City say?”
“Haha…”
At this time, the three Dong Wei on the stage also laughed angrily.
Is this man neurotic?
Liu Xuan blushed. She guessed in her heart that Yue Feng’s call just now should have
been to Sun Dasheng. After all, in Donghai City, he only knew the big man Sun
Dasheng.
Although Sun Dasheng is powerful, he doesn’t care about the entertainment industry!
Thinking of this, Liu Xuan stomped her foot anxiously and took Yue Feng’s hand:
“Husband, let’s go. We don’t need to sign. Sun Dasheng is not omnipotent. It’s useless
for you to call him about this matter…”
Just as Liu Xuan was talking, at this moment, the lights on the stage went out in an
instant!
Not only that, the microphones on Dong Wei’s three bodies were also cut off instantly!
What?
This… what’s the situation?
At this moment, everyone in the mall was dumbfounded! Dong Wei on the stage
trembled and looked at Yue Feng tightly, speechless for a long time.
This, is this a coincidence?
Why did the power go out at this moment? At this moment
, Dong Wei’s cell phone suddenly rang. Her phone was in her trouser pocket, but at this
time she was wearing denim shorts, which were already very tight, so she took her
phone very slowly.
I took out my phone and saw that it was the boss calling.
Their boss was given the nickname Li Cripple. I used to be a socialist, but I didn’t
understand it, and I was knocked off a leg. Later, on the right path, he started to do
business and set up an entertainment company.

“Mr. Li…” After answering the phone, Dong Wei complained: “Mr. Li, I was about to call
you. We were performing in Donghai City, but the power went out in the middle of the
performance. What a mess. Ah..”
“Shut up with your special code!” Li Cripple on the other side of the phone howled at
once!
Dong Wei trembled in fright. Their ETM is now the hottest group in the company. Mr. Li
usually takes good care of them. Why is there such a big fire today..
“Do you know, who have you provoked?!” Li Cripple shouted: “The movie ‘Three Golden
Flowers’ you made. It is half of Ziyu Company. Ziyu Company called just now and said
that it will withdraw its shares! And it will use all connections to block the three of you!
Special code, do you know who is offending?!”
Li Crippled heart attack . Nima’s, he has invested hundreds of millions on the three of
them. Seeing that the three of them became popular, and they all made movies, Han
Yue from Ziyu Company suddenly called and said that he would use all his contacts to
block the three of them.
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Han Yue said that the reason for banning them was because the boss of Ziyu Company
asked them to sign, but they didn’t give it!
Dong Wei was dizzy after being scolded, looked at Yue Feng subconsciously, and said
to the phone: “Mr. Li, I… I didn’t offend anyone, just at the scene just now, there was a
man who made trouble… Not only did he knock over the cordon. , I still have to sign…”
“You special code quickly apologize to him! Hurry up!” The lame man howled like crazy,
completely collapsed: “Do you know the special code, this man is Who? That’s Yue
Feng, the boss of Ziyu Company, your father of the gold master! The reason why you
can make movies is because of the money invested by President Yue! Don’t you have
eyesight for your special code?”
“Ah?. .” Dong Wei’s delicate body trembled: “Mr. Li, you made a mistake, he…he is
wearing street stall goods…”
“Ground stall goods? Mr. Yue’s pocket money for a day, you can’t even earn a special
number of concerts for a year. Arrived!” Li Lazi almost jumped up, and his angry voice
was smoking: “Mr. Yue doesn’t say that he wants a few autographs from you, but he
specifically wants you to sleep with him, and you have to accompany him as well! In
particular, today, if Mr. Yue wants to accompany you to bed. I don’t forgive you, you
don’t need to be in the entertainment industry anymore, my company will terminate the
contract with you immediately!”

“Crack!” The
voice fell, and the phone was hung up!
Just at this moment, Dong Wei’s legs softened, and he couldn’t even stand!
“Feng… Brother Feng…”
After a long time, Dong Wei realized that her face was extremely bad, she walked over
and said softly, not daring to look at Yue Feng at all.
Whoa! At this moment, everyone was stunned.
This, what’s the situation? Why did you call me brother all of a sudden?
Yue Feng smiled: “What is this for? Wasn’t it very arrogant just now? My sister wants an
autograph and wants me to bow ninety degrees?”
Dong Wei’s body trembled, and she was already in a hurry at the time, she quickly bent
down, and her tone trembled: “Brother Feng, I was wrong, I was wrong…”
A standard ninety-degree bow!
She was already panicking! President Li just said that if this Yue Feng doesn’t forgive
himself, he will break the contract with him immediately!
Seeing this picture, the audience took a deep breath!
Dong Wei… unexpectedly, give this door-to-door son-in-law a ninety-degree bow?
Everyone present was stunned. An unbelievable expression!
On the other hand, Yue Feng frowned: “What’s the use of you apologizing to me?
Apologizing to my old sister.” The
voice was not loud, but it made Dong Wei’s delicate body tremble! She stepped on her
high heels and walked quickly to Song Qian, with a smile on Dong’s face: “Sister… I’m
sorry, I’m so sorry, we had a bad attitude just now…”
God, aren’t you dreaming?
At this moment, Song Qian was excited and excited!
Seriously, she never thought that such a big star would be so close to herself, and she
would take the initiative to apologize to herself!

A few seconds later, Song Qian came back to her senses and said softly, flattered: “I…I
don’t blame you.”
This is her idol! Dong Wei bit her lip and flattered Song Qian: “Sister… I can see that
you really like us, or… let’s add WeChat
and make friends.”
phone.
She could see that Song Qian in front of her was young and completely inexperienced.
As long as she had a good attitude, the other party could easily forgive her.
People around are envious! Adding WeChat with idols, this is something that many fans
can’t even imagine!
Song Qian only felt her head dizzy, and she felt a sense of happiness, and said happily,
“
Okay!” After adding WeChat, Dong Wei smiled politely at Song Qian, and then walked
over. He whispered: “Brother Feng, look, is this okay?”
Yue Feng did not speak, his expression was indifferent.
Seeing that he didn’t speak, Dong Wei was about to cry. If there was no one around,
she wanted to kneel down: “Feng… Brother Feng, I really know I’m wrong.”
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Yue Feng sneered: “You know what’s wrong? You didn’t want to sign, right?” The
voice fell, and Dong Wei hurriedly said: “Sign it, I’ll sign it right now.”
After speaking, she hurried to the staff behind her. I want a pen, ready to sign Song
Qian.
At this moment, Yue Feng waved his hand: “It’s too late to sign now.”
Dong
Wei’s tender body trembled, and she was stunned there.
Yue Feng was expressionless, pointed to the stage behind him, and said word by word,
“You three, go up and sign for me now, and sign it on the stage. The entire stage must
be signed. I will come to check tomorrow, if there is no sign Man, think about the
consequences.”

Huh? The entire stage was signed…
“Brother Feng…”
Hearing this, Dong Wei looked at each other in dismay, her delicate face was full of
misery and embarrassment.
This stage is the size of a basketball court.
If you want to sign up for this, when will you have to sign in?
“Why? Don’t want to?” Yue Feng asked back with a smile.
“I am willing…” Dong Wei dared to say nothing, they quickly ran to the stage, each
holding a pen, knelt there, and began to sign properly.
At this moment, the entire mall is silent! Those who were sneering and sarcastic before
can’t say a word at this time!
With a smile on Yue Feng’s face, he turned and walked away. Liu Xuan and Song Qian
also recovered and quickly followed.
“Brother-in-law, you are so amazing!” When she got outside, Song Qian couldn’t be
more happy, her eyes narrowed into crescent moons, and she looked at Yue Feng, full
of admiration!
Yue Feng smiled slightly and glanced at Song Qian fondly. did not speak.
“Brother-in-law, why were they so afraid of you just now?” Song Qian couldn’t help but
continue to ask.
Brother-in-law has always been the object of ridicule.
How did it suddenly become so powerful?
Yue Feng said jokingly: “Maybe they think your brother-in-law is handsome? They think
that handsome people should be polite, so they took the initiative to apologize?
” But brother-in-law, I feel very safe by your side.”
Seeing her like this, Yue Feng was instantly happy, touched her head, and said with a
smile: “I hope your future husband will be like brother-in-law, so that you can have A
sense of security. Don’t worry, in Donghai City, as long as your brother-in-law is there,
no one will dare to bully you.”
After speaking, Yue Feng added: “But there is a premise, you have to be reasonable.”

Hearing this, Song Qian couldn’t be more excited: “Really? Brother-in-law, you are so
domineering when you say this.” As the words
fell, Song Qian suddenly came up and kissed Yue Feng’s face lightly!
I go!
Feeling the residual warmth on his face, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and crying!
This girl is too casual, she is her brother-in-law.
But this kind of character really makes people like it..
Liu Xuan next to her also has a coquettish expression on her face: “Qianqian, why not
big or small, he is your brother-in-law, how can you…”
And, still in On the street!
Song Qian didn’t care, she smiled at Liu Xuan and said, “Ah, cousin, you’re blushing,
you won’t be jealous.”
“You…” Hearing this, Liu Xuan’s face turned redder, shy and helpless.
After a while, he pulled Yue Feng and asked, “Husband, you were in the mall just now,
did ETM apologize if you called Sun Dasheng…”
Liu Xuan wondered in her heart. It’s true that Sun Dasheng has strength in Donghai
City, but the three just now are popular stars.
Sun Dasheng is now related to the entertainment industry?
Yue Feng smiled and said casually: “Yes, I called Dasheng just now. Dasheng has a
good relationship with the boss of an entertainment company, so the situation just now
was just a matter of his words. “
I’m the boss of Ziyu Company, so let’s keep it a secret. When Zhang Jiajia’s child is
born, he clears his name, and then tells his wife his true identity, it won’t be too late.
Hearing this, Liu Xuan bit her lip and said hesitantly, “Husband, if you encounter
something in the future, don’t look for Sun Dasheng again. Although the last outing, the
two of you hit it off, but you can’t just leave when something happens. Go to trouble
people..”
Yue Feng smiled, nodded and said, “Okay, I will listen to my wife in the future.”
—

When she returned home at night, Song Qian was still very excited.
I went out shopping just now, not only bought a lot of good things, but also added
WeChat with my favorite stars. Today is your lucky day!
In the excitement, Song Qian took Liu Xuan in high spirits and went to the bedroom to
try on clothes: “Cousin, help me to see, do these clothes look good on me… I want to
post it on the Moments!”
When trying on clothes, she didn’t forget Sticking out her tongue at Yue Feng, she said
playfully, “Brother-in-law, why don’t you help me with your staff?” When the words
fell, Liu Xuan interrupted with a blushing face, “You girl, brother-in-law is a man. , how
can I watch you try on clothes?”
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